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Abstract. We investigate the solvability of a variety of well-known problems in lattice statistical
mechanics. We provide a new numerical procedure which enables one to conjecture whether the
solution falls into a class of functions calleddifferentially finitefunctions. Almost all solved problems
fall into this class. The fact that one can conjecture whether a given problem is or is not D-finite
then informs one as to whether the solution is likely to be tractable or not. We also show how, for
certain problems, it is possible toprove that the solutions are not D-finite, based on work by A.
Rechnitzer23–25.
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1. Introduction.

Some of the most famous results in mathematics prove intrinsic unsolvability of a particular
problem. Examples include squaring the circle, and determining the roots of a general
polynomial of degree> 4. In physics corresponding results include the impossibility of a
perpetual motion machine.

Many problems in algebraic combinatorics and statistical mechanics can be formulated
as lattice models. Very few can be exactly solved. Those thatcan include:
(i) The zero-field partition function of the two-dimensional Ising model [20]
(ii) The spontaneous magnetisation of the two-dimensionalIsing model [28]
(iii) The square lattice dimer problem [18,9]
(iv) The six-vertex model [19]
(v) The eight-vertex model [1]
(vi) The hard hexagon model [2]

There are a number of simpler models which are also solvable,but most have strong
geometric restrictions such as directedness and/or convexity. They include a range of poly-
gon enumeration problems, enumerated by both perimeter andarea, such as row-convex
polygons, three-choice polygons, diagonally convex polygons and staircase polygons, see
figure 1.
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Figure 1. Some solvable polygon models. Reading from left to right arerow-convex
polygons, three-choice polygons and diagonally convex polygons.

There are also a number of solvable, constrained walk models, such as spiral walks,
partially-directed self-avoiding walks and fully directed self-avoiding walks, as illustrated
in figure 2.

Figure 2. Some solvable walk models. Reading from left to right are spiral walks,
partially-directed self-avoiding walks and fully directed self-avoiding walks.

Additionally there are several solvable animal enumeration problems, such as directed
column-convex animals and directed animals on the square and triangular lattices.

There is a long list of celebrated unsolved problems in lattice statistical mechanics,
prominent among which are:
(i) The susceptibility of the two-dimensional Ising model (semi-solved).
(ii) The partition function of the two-dimensional Ising model in a field.
(iii) Any property of the three-dimensional Ising model.
(iv) Two-dimensional self-avoiding walks and polygons.
(v) Two-dimensional percolation.
(vi) Two-dimensional directed percolation.
(vii) The q-state Potts model forq > 2.
(iix) Directed animals on the hexagonal lattice.

In seeking a solution, it is reasonable to ask what we mean by asolution? Ideally,
one requires a (simple) closed form solution, such as that obtained by Onsager [20] or
Yang [28] for the Ising model. Less restrictively, one may seek a difference or differential
equation from which the properties of the solution may be extracted implicitly or explicitly.
One might settle for a polynomial time algorithm to produce the coefficients in the series
expansion of the solution.
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Here we will to show how toconjecture, and then in some casesprove[23–25] that the
above list of unsolved problems, as well as bond animals, bond trees, and directed bond
animals cannot have solutions that belong to a certain largefamily called differentiably-
finite functions.

A solution may usefully be considered agenerating function, which is just a formal
power series, in which the coefficients enumerate objects. For example,cn may denote
the number of objects of a certain type withn bonds. The generating function isf(z) =
∑

cnxn. f may be a function of several variables, such as area and perimeter, or field and
temperature.

Definition 1 Letf(x) be a formal power series inx.
f is differentiably-finite, or D-finite if there exists a differential equation:

Pd(x)
∂df

∂xd
+ . . . + P1(x)

∂f

∂x
+ P0(x)f(x) = 0

wherePk(x) are polynomials inx.

Note that the family of D-finite functions include algebraicand rational functions as a
proper subset. The hierarchy of functions of a single variable we are considering here is
illustrated in figure 3.

All power series

D-finite

Algebraic

Rational

Figure 3. This figure shows the hierarchy of functions we are considering.

If these unsolved problems did haveD-finitegenerating functions we could compute the
coefficients of their generating functioncn in polynomial time. Almost all solved models,
such as those listed above, have D-finite solutions. Based onthis observation, a legitimate
and effective method to try and solve such a problem is to generate (by counting) the first
few terms of the power series, and then look for the underlying differential equation.

Note that most of the special functions of mathematical physics are particular cases of
the hypergeometric functions, all of which are D-finite. TheGamma function is a notable
exception. Most of the techniques we have for guessing generating functions look for D-
finite functions, such as the computer programsgfun[10] andnewgrqd[11]. Once one has
a conjectured solution, it’s much easier to prove it is correct.
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The general approach to solving such problems is that if the object we are studying lives
in R3 or R2, we simplify the model so that we can applystatistical mechanical and
combinatorial techniques. For example, polymers in dilute solution live in R3. We wish
to transform this to a combinatorial problem that one can embed inZ3. We illustrate this
embedding in the two-dimensional case in figure 4.

embed edge / bond

vertex / site

face / cell

Figure 4. A general two-dimensional object inR2 embedded inZ2.
The two-dimensional object then becomes a picture on a grid made up of elementary

pieces of a graph. These arevertices or sites, edges or bonds and faces or cells.
Let us illustrate some of these ideas by studying bond animals more carefully.

Definition 2 A bond animal is: a finite connected union of bonds on the square lattice
defined modulo translations.

A typical bond animal on the square lattice is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. An example of a bond animal embedded on the square lattice.

Similar definitions hold forsite animals and polyominoes. In this paper we will con-
centrate on bond animals, and the basic question we will ask is: How many bond animals
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can be constructed usingn bonds? Denote this numbercn. Knowing cn gives the par-
tition function and so explains the physics of the problem. We illustrate theenumeration
process below:

There are two ways of placing a single bond —c1 = 2.

Figure 6. A single bond may be placed vertically or horizontally.

There are six ways of placing two bonds, soc2 = 6

Figure 7. A two bond animal has six manifestations.

We can continue this by hand up ton ≈ 7. However to progress further one must use a
computer to count all animals. The number grows exponentially, that is to say,cn ∼ Aλn.
Hence the time taken to count animals grows asλn also, where typically2 < λ < 10,
depending on the particular lattice. Any method that is quicker than this would be a good.
Arguably anice solution would be: a closed-form andeasily computableexpression for
cn, or a closed-form andeasily computableexpression for the ordinary or exponential
generating function:

f(z) =
∑

cnzn or g(z) =
∑

cn
zn

n!
.

Less desirable, though still arguably a solution, is an algorithm or recurrence that com-
putescn efficiently, preferably in polynomial time.

For example, consider counting rectangles (by perimeter),see figure 8. A solution of the
form:

|Rn| =
∑

r∈Rn

1
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a

b

Figure 8. An example of a rectangle of dimensiona × b.

though true is not too helpful.
Whereas a solution of the form:

R(x) =
∑

|Rn|x
n

=
∑

a≥1

∑

b≥1

x2a+2b

=
x4

(1 − x2)2

is more informative. It can be inverted to show|R2n| = n − 1
For most of the lattice models we are interested in, we can’t do anything like this.

Bond animals, bond trees, self-avoiding polygons, self-avoiding walks, and di-
rected bond animals are all unsolved. These are illustrated in figure 9.

Figure 9. A variety of unsolved models. From left to right is shown a bond animal, a
bond tree, a self-avoiding polygon, a self-avoiding walk and a directed bond animal.

Currently, the best solution for generating coefficients still takes exponential time (but
less thanλn.). This solution is based on thefinite-lattice method [7,8,16]. It is exponen-
tial in time, butexponentially fasterthan brute force. Brute force for enumerating square
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lattice self-avoiding polygons takes time proportional toλn with λ ≈ 2.638 Currently, the
best algorithm for self-avoiding polygons (SAP) has complexity λn with λ ≈ 1.2 ( [17]).
Similar improvements are achievable for other models. Despite much effort by many peo-
ple over many years there are still no really nice solutions to the above problems. The
two-dimensional Ising susceptibility, discussed in Section 3. below is a partial exception
to this. Orrick, Nickel, Perk and Guttmann, [21,22] have developed a polynomial time
algorithm for that problem. Almost as desirable would be algorithms that run in sub-
exponential time, for example∝ eβ

√
n such as Baxter’s corner transfer matrix method,

[5].
That is not to say that there is no other rigorous work. For these models it is known that

the limit

lim
n→∞

(
cn

)1/n
= λ

exists [14,15], and considerable effort and ingenuity is expended in finding rigorous bounds
onλ for a variety of models.

There is also a large body of numerical and not-entirely-rigorous work that has greatly
improved our understanding of the behaviour of these models.

In this paper we’ll show how to conjecture, and outline how Rechnitzer [23–25] has
proved, that bond animals, bond trees, self-avoiding polygons and directed bond animals
cannot have D-finite solutions. Note that if these families did have D-finite generating
functions we could computecn in polynomial time.

2. Proving non-D-finiteness

To prove that a given function is not D-finite, we first note that:

Theorem 1 A D-finite power series has a finite number of singularities.

For example the generating function of partitions of integers is

P (q) =
∏

k≥1

(1 − qk)−1.

It has singularities atq = e2πiθ with θ ∈ Q. It is not D-finite.
Unfortunately, for the problems at hand we know almost nothing about the generating

functions. We don’t even know the location of the dominant singularity.
However by anisotropising the generating function we can prove something. The

anisotropic generating function is:

P (x, y) =
∑

n,m

cn,mxmyn

wherecn,m = the number of bond animals withm horizontal bonds andn vertical bonds,
see figure 10.

The anisotropic generating function cuts the system up intoan infinite sum of rational
functions.
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Figure 10. An example of a bond animal, with the horizontal and verticalbonds dis-
tinguished.

P (x, y) =
∑

n,m

cn,mxmyn =
∑

n

Hn(x)yn.

Hn(x) is the generating function for objects with preciselyn vertical bonds. It can be
proved that it is a rational function. This follows from the fact that the coefficients of
the generating function can be obtained from a finite-dimensional transfer matrix, from
which the result follows [26]. We can compute the first fewHn(x) exactly for most lattice
problems. The purpose of this anotropisation is that the behaviour of theseHn functions
reveal much about the solution. LetP (x, y) =

∑
Hn(x)yn be an anisotropic generating

function. For most families of bond animals, Rechnitzer hasshown theHn(x):
(i) are rational functions ofx,
(ii) have numerator degree less than or equal to the degree ofthe denominator,
(iii) have a denominator that is a product of cyclotomic polynomials.
The behaviour of the denominators is the key to the nature of the underlying, two-variable
generating function.

Definition 3 The cyclotomic polynomials, Ψk(x), are the factors of the polynomials
(1 − xn). In particular, (1 − xn) =

∏

k|n Ψk(x).

Ψ1 : (1 − x) = (1 − x)

Ψ2 : (1 − x2) = (1 − x) (1 + x)

Ψ3 : (1 − x3) = (1 − x) (1 + x + x2)

Ψ4 : (1 − x4) = (1 − x)(1 + x) (1 + x2)

Ψ5 : (1 − x5) = (1 − x) (1 + x + x2 + x3 + x4)

Ψ6 : (1 − x6) = (1 − x)(1 + x)(1 + x + x2) (1 − x + x2)

Let us look at a few of the solved models discussed above. Writing Hn(x) =
Nn(x)/Dn(x), we find that:
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For directed walksDn(x) = (1 − x)n+1.
For staircase polygonsDn(x) = (1 − x)2n+1.
For 3-choice polygonsDn(x) = (1 − x)a(n)(1 + x)b(n), wherea(n) andb(n) are known,
linear functions ofn, which depend on the parity ofn [13].

3. The two-dimensional Ising model

For the two-dimensional Ising model partition function, the situation is even more re-
markable. Denote the expansion variable in thex andy direction byt1 = tanh(Jx/kT )
andt2 = tanh(Jy/kT ) respectively. Then the logarithm of the reduced partition function
can be written as

log Λ(t1, t2) =
∑

n,m

an,mt2m
1 t2n

2 =
∑

n

Rn(t21)t
2n
2 ,

Baxter [3,4] showed thatRn(t21) = P2n−1(t
2
1)/(1 − t21)

2n−1.
That is,Rn is rational, with numerator and denominator being polynomials of degree2n−
1, and with the denominator having a particularly simple structure. Observe that the only
singularity in the complext21 plane is att21 = 1. Furthermore, there exists aninversion
relation for the two-variable partition function,

log Λ(t1, t2) + log Λ(1/t1,−t2) = log(1 − t22).

There is also the obvious symmetry relation

Λ(t1, t2) = Λ(t2, t1).

Remarkably, these two relations, plus the observed structure of Rn, that is to say, the
property thatRn is a rational function with numerator and denominator polynomials of
degree2n−1, is sufficient to determine, order by order, the numerator polynomials. This is
because the2n unknown numerator coefficients are reduced ton by the symmetry relation,
while the inversion relation gives thesen unknown coefficients. Alternatively expressed,
the complete Onsager solution is implicitly determined by the two functional relations,
and the structure ofRn. In practice, this means that, a mere 60 years after Onsager, we
could haveconjecturedthe exact solution from some simple numerical calculations—that
of the first fewRns. An attempt to do the same for the susceptibility fails [12]because the
structure of theRns is not so simple. Unsolved models, such as the Ising susceptibility and
others listed above, are very different.

3.1 Susceptibility.

For the susceptibility there is a similar inversion relation

χ(t1, t2) + χ(1/t1,−t2) = 0
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as well as the symmetry relationχ(t1, t2) = χ(t2, t1). However the denominator polyno-
mials, the first few of which are shown below, do not display the nice property, displayed
by the corresponding free-energy polynomials, that their degree is2n− 1 [12].

D1(x) = (1 − x)

D2(x) = (1 − x)2

D3(x) = (1 − x)3(1 + x)

D4(x) = (1 − x)4

D5(x) = (1 − x)5(1 + x)4(1 + x + x2)

D6(x) = (1 − x)6(1 + x)2

D7(x) = (1 − x)7(1 + x)5(1 + x + x2)3

It can be seen that the denominator polynomials are not of degree(2n − 1), but larger,
and display the property that they are products of cylotomicpolynomials of ever increas-
ing degree. Hence the symmetry and inversion relations are not sufficient to identify the
unknown numerator coefficients.

For the two-dimensional Ising model susceptibility, Orrick, Nickel, Guttmann and Perk
[21,22] provided a polynomial time algorithm for the coefficients, used it to generate more
than 300 series coefficients, and then analyzed the scaling behaviour from the generating
function.

3.2 Self-avoiding polygons.

For self-avoiding polygons on the square lattice the denominator polynomials also display
the property that they are products of cylotomic polynomials of ever increasing degree. We
have calculated the first few, and they are:

D1(x) = (1 − x)

D2(x) = (1 − x)3

D3(x) = (1 − x)5

D4(x) = (1 − x)7

D5(x) = (1 − x)9(1 + x)2

D6(x) = (1 − x)11(1 + x)4

D7(x) = (1 − x)13(1 + x)6(1 + x + x2)

D8(x) = (1 − x)15(1 + x)8(1 + x + x2)3

D9(x) = (1 − x)17(1 + x)10(1 + x + x2)5

D10(x) = (1 − x)19(1 + x)12(1 + x + x2)7(1 + x2).
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3.3 The general case.

More generally, Guttmann and Enting [12] observed that, almost all solved models have
simple denominators, such as those of the Ising model partition function, or staircase poly-
gons, while unsolved models have poles thatbecome dense on|x| = 1. They suggested
this as a test of solvability. This notion of solvability canbe made more precise. A D-finite
power series cannot have this dense pole denominator pattern:

Theorem 2 ( Bousquet-Mélou)
LetP (x, y) =

∑
Hn(x)yn be a D-finite power series, and letS be the set of all singular-

ities of theHn(x). The setS has a finite number of accumulation points.

For the unsolved models we have investigated numerically, the build-up of denomina-
tor zeros leads us toconjecturethat they become dense on the unit circle. Hence their
anisotropic generating function cannot be D-finite. Rechnitzer [23–25] has proved that:

Theorem 3 The anisotropic generating functions of bond animals, bondtrees, self-
avoiding polygons and directed bond animals have singularities that form a dense set on
the unit circle. Hence these functions are not D-finite.

A secondary result is:

Theorem 4 For most families of bond animals, the denominators ofHn(x) are bounded
in the sense thatDn(x) is a divisor of

Ψ1(x)3n+1

⌊n/2⌋+1
∏

k=2

Ψk(x)2n−3k+4.

For self-avoiding polygonsDn(x) is a divisor of:

⌈n/3⌉
∏

k=1

Ψk(x)2n−6k+5.

These bounds appear to be very tight: For bond animals and bond trees the bound is
(probably) exact. For SAPs the bound is out by a single factorof Ψ2(x) = (1 + x)

This determines half of the unknown anisotropic generatingfunction:

P (x, y) =
∑

n

Nn(x)

Dn(x)
yn

We knowDn(x) — for a solution we just need to findNn(x).
Unfortunately the numerators are much harder, and are usually obtained by direct con-

struction from the known enumerations. These theorems above are obtained by squashing
animals or what Rechnitzer [23] callsharuspicy. The dictionary definition of haruspicy
is telling the future by examining the entrails of animals. In the next section we outline
Rechnitzer’s proof of the above theorems.
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4. Proofs by haruspicy.

Consider animals with0 vertical bonds,G′:

Figure 11. The first four animals with 0 vertical bonds.

It is clear that the generating function for such animals isH0(x) = 1
1−x . Any animal in

this set can be squashed down to the single bond.

Figure 12. Showing bond deletion or “squashing” of an animal.

Figure 13. Showing bond insertion or “unsquashing” of an animal.

But we can also reverse this. The single horizontal bond isminimal under squash-
ing. The other animals inG′ come from it by unsquashing. More generally we cannot
squash/expand bonds as we like. We have to preserve the “topology” of the configurations.
That is, we must preserve self-avoidance.

Definition 4 A column of an animal is characterised by the horizontal bonds withina
horizontal lattice spacing. If there arek horizontal bonds in the column, we call it ak-
column.

In figure 14 we show an animal with a4-column. When two neighbouring columns are
duplicates, we are able to remove one of them.

An animal that cannot be squashed further is aminimal animal. G′ has 1 minimal
animal.G∞ has lots (the number is growing fast):
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Figure 14. Showing a bond animal with a (highlighted) 4-column.

Figure 15. Showing the operation of deleting a 3-column.

Figure 16. The sixteen minimal animals inG∞.

The key point to bear in mind is thatG\ has a finite number of minimal animals (but an
infinitenumber of non-minimal animals).

It is not possible to reduce an animal to 2 different minimal animals. This gives an
equivalence relation. Two animalsA andB are equivalent if they reduce to the same
minimal animal.

The equivalence relation partitionsG\ into equivalence classes: The minimal animal
contains all the information needed to produce the generating function of the equivalence
class.

One can squash all members of an equivalence class into a minimal animal, or expand a
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Figure 17. All these animals reduce to the same minimal animal inG∈.

G\

Minimal animal

Figure 18. An illustration of the equivalence class partitioning ofG\.

minimal animal into the generating function for that equivalence class. This is illustrated i
in figure 19.

sq
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Minimal animal

Figure 19. An illustration of the equivalence class partititoning ofG\.

Lemma 1 Let A be a minimal animal. Letγk(A) be the number ofk-columns inA. The
generating function of all animals in the equivalence classof A is:
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GF (A) =
∏

k

(
xk

1 − xk

)γk(A)

The way these factors in the product above arise can be seen from the figure 20.

(
x1

1 − x1

) (
x2

1 − x2

)(
x2

1 − x2

) (
x3

1 − x3

)

Figure 20. An illustration of the mapping betweenk-columns and the factors in the
generating function.

We can now writeHn(x) as a sum over the minimal animals inG\. Each generating
function is of the above form. Hence

Hn(x) =
∑

A∈M\

∏

k

(
xk

1 − xk

)γk(A)

For any givenn, the number of summands is finite, so we have:

Theorem 5 If P (x, y) =
∑

n≥0 Hn(x)yn is the anisotropic generating function of a set
of animals,G, thenHn(x) is a rational function, such that the degree of the numeratoris
less than the degree of the denominator, and the denominatoris a product of cyclotomic
polynomials.

We can also see which singularities are caused by which minimal animals:

Theorem 6 If the denominator ofHn(x) contains a cyclotomic factorΨk(x), then there
exists a minimal animalA in G\ such thatA contains ak-column.

If it takes at leastV vertical bonds to build a bond animal with ak-column then

Ψk(x) 6
∣
∣ Dn(x) for n < V.

Similarly multiplek-columns give rise to multiple factors ofΨk(x) andvice versa. This is
the idea behind the proof of the denominator bounds. More precisely, one needs to answer
the questions:
(i) When can there be a factor ofΨα

k (x)?
(ii) How many vertical bonds do you need to makeα k-columns?
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It is complicated by the fact that we need a finer equivalence relation than just column-
deletion. This is because the horizontal bonds in many configurations can be squashed and
expanded independently of each other, see figure 21.

Figure 21. An illustration of the possibility of independent expansion of bonds in a
minimal animal.

To prove non-D-finiteness we study those animals that cause the first occurrence of
Ψk(x). These seem to have simple patterns: For SAPs new cyclotomicpolynomialsΨk(x)
enters inH3k−2(x)

◦ these poles are caused by so-called2-4-2-polygons.
For the others newΨk(x) enters inH2k−2(x).

◦ these poles are caused by2-animals.

Figure 22. A 2 − 4 − 2 polygon (left) and a2-animal (right).

The point is that, in both cases, horizontal bonds cannot be arbitrarily unsquashed, or
the self-avoidance constraint will be violated.

Bond animal denominators contain higher order cylotomic polynomials caused by2-
animals, as seen in figure 23.

SAP denominators contain higher order cyclotomic polynomials caused by2-4-2-
polygons. These are so-called as the minimum polygon contains, alternately, a2-column,
a4-column and a2-column.

This allows observation allows us to split theHn(x) into two parts:

Hn(x) = An(x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

noΨk(x)

+ Bn(x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

hasΨk(x)
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D0(x) = (1 − x)

D1(x) = (1 − x)4

D2(x) = (1 − x)7(1 + x)2

D3(x) = (1 − x)10(1 + x)4

D4(x) = (1 − x)13(1 + x)6(1 + x + x2)3

D5(x) = (1 − x)16(1 + x)8(1 + x + x2)5

D6(x) = (1 − x)19(1 + x)10(1 + x + x2)7(1 + x2)4

Figure 23. 2-animals giving rise to higher order cyclotomic polynomials.

For SAPs this becomes:

Hn(x) = An(x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

not2-4-2

+ Bn(x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

is 2-4-2

When we addAn andBn all the Ψk’s come fromBn. If there are cancellations in
theHn(x) they come fromBn. We cannot computeAn(x), however we can compute
Bn(x). For SAPs this means counting all2-4-2-polygons. For the others it means counting
certain2-animals. To do this we use theTemperley method [27]. In this methodology,
one builds animals row-by-row [27,6].

This enumeration gives rise to the functional equations such as:

f(s; x, y) =
xys

1 − xs
+

5∑

k=0

ck+1

(
∂

∂s

)k

f(s; x, y)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
s=1

+ c7f(s, x, y) + c8f(sx; x, y),

wheref(s; x, y) is the generating function of2-4-2-polygons and theck are rational func-
tions of s, x and y. Their expressions are not nice, and involve many pages of ones
favourite computer algebra language.
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D1(x) = (1 − x)

D2(x) = (1 − x)3

D3(x) = (1 − x)5

D4(x) = (1 − x)7(1 + x)

D5(x) = (1 − x)9(1 + x)3

D6(x) = (1 − x)11(1 + x)5

D7(x) = (1 − x)13(1 + x)7(1 + x + x2)

Figure 24. 2 − 4 − 2 polygons giving rise to higher order cyclotomic polynomials.

Figure 25. Illustration of the Temperley method to build a2−4−2 polygon and then
squashing it by elimination of a duplicate2-row.

Fortunately, the only term that is important is the last one,which is tractable. That term,
“c8f(sx; x, y),” is the only one in the functional equation that introduces new singularities,
through the following mechanism, which we illustrate schematically:

〈 some polynomial〉
1 − sxk

s = sx
−−−−→
iterate

〈 some other polynomial〉
1 − sxk+1

This operation takes factors of(1 − sxk) and makes new factors of(1 − sxk+1). Anal-
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ysis of this term then shows that newΨk(x) appear where we expect them to. That is
to say, for SAPs, 1 factor ofΨk(x) appears inH3k−2(x). For animals, factors ofΨk(x)
appear inH2k−2(x). Additionally, Rechnitzer [23] can prove that there are no cancella-
tions between the numerator and denominator. For SAPs,H3k−2(x) has singularities at
Ψk(x) = 0. while for bond animals,H2k−2(x) has singularities atΨk(x) = 0. The set
of all singularities is dense on|x| = 1. Therefore, by the above theorem, the anisotropic
generating functions are not D-finite. QED.

5. Discussion and conclusion

We have shown how toconjectureand in some casesprovethat a variety of well-known
problems in algebraic combinatorics and statistical mechanics have solutions that are not
D-finite.

Current and future work in this direction includes trying toprove non-D-finiteness for
self-avoiding walks, the partition function and other thermodynamic functions of theq-
state Potts model, site animals and polyominoes.

Other future important research directions include the questions: Can it help with series
expansion techniques? Can it tell us anything about the numerators? Even partial answers
to these questions would be extremely valuable.
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